Abstract-Web ranking is one of the most successful and This link-locality naturally suggests the importance of sourcewidely used collaborative computing applications, in which Web centric link analysis. Complementary to the page-based view, pages collaborate in the form of varying degree of relationships the source-centric view relies on a hierarchical abstraction to assess their relative quality. Though many observe that links display strong source-centric locality, for example, in terms of of the flat page-level view and reflects many natural types administrative domains and hosts, most Web ranking analysis to of structured human collaborations. For example, we could date has focused on the flat page-level Web linkage structure. In imagine ranking all database students at a university according this paper we develop a framework for link-based collaborative to the views of the database community alone. We could then ranking of the Web by utilizing the strong Web link structure. move up the hierarchy to rank the database department relative
ranking. We find that careful tuning of these parameters is unanswered.aWe arg full exploringbse-centrichin vital to ensure success over each objective and to balance the analysis can have a profound impact on link-based algorithms performance across all objectives. and our general understanding of the Web.
In this paper, we propose a parameterized framework to I. INTRODUCTION support the systematic study and evaluation of source-centric From its earliest days, the Web has been the subject of link analysis of the Web in a variety of application settings. intense focus for organizing, sorting, and understanding its We address the following three important open questions: massive amount of data. One of the most popular and effective * What are the most important parameters for guiding Web analysis approaches is collaborative Web ranking, in source-centric link analysis? which link relationships on the Web are used to assess the * How should these parameters be set to achieve the specific importance of like Digg and to organize massive collaborative review and Concretely, we identify a set of critical parameters that feedback systems like those used by eBay and Amazon.
can impact the effectiveness of source-centric link analysis, Interestingly, most link-based ranking algorithms to date including source size, the presence of self-links, and different have been based on the most basic Web element -Web pages. source-citation link weighting schemes (e.g., uniform, link
Page-based link analysis relies on a fundamentally flat view count, source consensus). We provide a rigorous study on the of the Web, in which all pages are treated as equal nodes in a set of critical parameters, especially with respect to the above Web graph. In contrast, a number of recent studies have noted a three open questions. All previously proposed approaches are strong Web link structure, in which links display strong source-instances of our parameterized framework and have certain centric locality in terms of domains and hosts (e.g., [3] , [18] ). drawbacks in terms of their applicability to different source-centric link analysis objectives. We conduct a large-scale
We identify four key parameters that impact source-centric comparative study of different parameter settings of source-link analysis with respect to these three objectives: centric link analysis over three large Web datasets against * Source Definition (F): The first and most important pamultiple and possibly competing objectives. Through experrameter is the source definition. The determination of how imental evaluation of our parameterized framework over three sources are organized is at the heart of source-centric objectives - We call si the originating source and S2 the target source. four parameters: SLA<app,obj> (F; 9; B; T).
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In the following sections, we discuss the first three of Clearly, the determination of how sources are organized should Given the source view of the Web, we next discuss the have a profound impact on the quality and value of sourcechoice of parameters for guiding source-centric link analysis. centric link analysis. To understand the importance of source The choice of parameters and their specific settings are greatly definition, we consider five different approaches -at one impacted by the particular application of the link analysis (e.g., extreme we treat each page as a unique source, meaning that ranking, categorization, clustering). In this paper, we focus our the source view of the Web corresponds directly to the page parameter discussion on three objectives that are fundamental view; at another extreme we disregard all page relationships across link analysis applications and of particular importance and randomly assign pages to sources. where the source to which page pi belongs is denoted s(pi).
3. Source Consensus: This edge weighting scheme counts These statistics consistently show that the Web exhibits a the number of unique pages within an originating source that strong locality-based link structure. Given this phenomenon, point to a target source. The main motivation behind the design it is natural to assign pages to sources based on one of these of this scheme is to address the weakness of the link count administrative organizations. Hence, we study five different weighting scheme. For example, we may wish to differentiate settings for the source definition parameter F -by domain, by between the case where a single page within the originating host, by directory, as well as the extremes of by page, and by source is contributing all n links to the target, and the case random assignment.2 where there are n pages in the originating source and each has As we shall see in Section IV, the analysis quality depends a single link to the target. We capture this notion of source heavily on the presence of link locality and the source def-consensus (sc) in the following edge weighting definition: inition. We find that a lack of locality results in poor time 0fcourse, not all pages grouped by domain, host, or directory Each of the= Epreios(three alternativestoth uiform Cedge will always form a coherent Web source. It may also make sense to Eahote rvusheelentistohenfrm dg assign pages to sources based on their topical locality as identified weighting scheme -link count, source consensus, and target in [10] . We are pursuing these issues in our continuing research. diffusion -relies exclusively on the page linkage between the component pages in each source. In addition to these purely of interest (like source topic or source trustworthiness), but link-based approaches, we also consider two approaches that in this paper we shall restrict our examination to source size. rely on both the page links and the quality of the pages that The parameter B considers two options -the size in pages of provide the linking, where we denote page pi's quality score each source si (denoted by Isil) and no size information. As by q(pi). There are a number of ways for assigning a quality we shall see in Section IV, source size is a very important value to each page, including the PageRank score for the page parameter for the stability of the algorithm, but results in or by using a simple heuristic like the page's relative depth in the least satisfactory in terms of spam-resilience. In our the directory tree. Additionally, content-based factors may be experiments we further explore this fundamental tension. incorporated in the quality component to reward certain source associations, like those between topically-similar sources. 5. Quality-Weighted Link Count: This edge weighting scheme directly integrates the page quality score into the III. APPLYING SLA TO WEB RANKING link count weighting scheme. Let (q) denote the use of a page quality metric. We define the quality-weighted link count scheme as follows:
The parameters introduced in the previous section can be
combined in a number of way to achieve a particular objective
with respect to a link-based application (e.g., ranking, clus-6. Quality-Weighted Source Consensus: Similarly, we can tering). To more fully examine source-centric link analysis, integrate the page quality score into the source consensus we select one application area -Web ranking -and examine edge weighting scheme to produce the quality-weighted source the parameter settings with respect to the three objectives consensus edge weighting scheme: -time complexity, stability, and spam-resilience. Source-
centric ranking has intuitive appeal since many users may be \
interested in identifying highly-ranked sources of information tvPj1S(Pj)=Sj LtPi,PjJ C vjJ (e.g. CNN or ESPN) rather than specific pages. Interesting to note is that there is not a natural quality-weighted H extension to the target difusion edge weighting scheme since Here, we adopt a ranking approach that is similar in spirit to this edge weighting scheme is not focused on which page in the "random surfer" model often used to describe PageRank, the source is providing the forward linkage.
but adapted to source-centric link analysis. Just as PageRank Another factor that can influence source-centric citation is provides a single global authority score to each page on the whether we take into account self-edges. Given a particular Web based on the linkage structure of the entire Web, the edge weighting scheme, there may be some applications that source-centric ranking approach (SLARaok) can be used to require self-edges, while others do not. For example, in a rank all sources. In general, a source will be ranked highly if ranking context, a self-edge may be interpreted as a self-vote many other high-ranking sources point to it. We denote source by the source, meaning that the source could manipulate its si's authority score as ui, where u7i > o7j indicates that the own rank. In the case where self-edges are eliminated, we will jth source is more important than the j source. We write require the edge weight w(si Si) =0 for all siuce S. On the there au r Sco sources usin g t vec notation o other hand, it may be reasonable to include self-edges since where all S sources are assigned a score. the locality-based structure of Web links indicates a strong
The random walk over the source graph proceeds as follows. degree of association between a source and itself.
For each source s C S: Hence, we shall consider twelve different settings for the .
With probability a, the random source walker follows one source citation parameter 9 -the looped and loop-less verof the source edges of source S;
sions of the six association strength edge weighting schemes.
W
We find that some edge weighting schemes are extremely * With probability 1s-a, the random source walkerteleports vulnerable to spam manipulation, while others are much less to a randomly selected source. vulnerable. In terms of stability, we find that self-edges have
We refer to the first option as the edge followingfactor and a very strong impact.
the second option as the teleportation factor. Associated with the edge following factor is an S x S transition matrix T, where the z th entry indicates the probability that the Since sources may vary greatly in size, from a source of random source walker will navigate from source si to source a single page to a source encompassing millions of pages, sj. Associated with the teleportation factor is an S -length what is the impact of source size on the underlying objectives teleportation probability distribution c, where ci indicates the of source-centric link analysis? For many applications it may probability that the random walker will teleport to source si. be reasonable to distinguish between sources based on the Such a random walk may be modelled by a time-homogenous per-source size discrepancy. Source size is one example of Markov Chain and written in terms ofthe stochastic transition non-linkage information that can be incorporated into the link matrix T, where T is a combination of both the edgefollowing analysis. Of course, there could be other non-link information factor and the teleportation factor according to the mixing parameter a:3 culation considerably: SLARank;ApproX(1; (;); T).
Given the source-centric ranking model (SLARank), we Several previous research efforts have considered a sourcenext address two questions: (1) How do the source-centric centric ranking calculation over groups of pages, including link analysis parameters map to the Web ranking context? and [1] and [12] . These approaches have had different ultimate (2) How do we evaluate the objectives of link analysis in the objectives, and each approach has focused exclusively on a context of Web ranking?
handful of parameter settings with respect to a single objective. 1. Mapping Parameters: All four parameters -Source Defini-The first approach sought to bootstrap the calculation of tion (F), source-centric Citation (9), Source Size (B), and the PageRank with an initial starting "guess" derived from a Application-Specific Parameters (T) -impact Web ranking. decomposition of the Web into a higher-level block layer and a Clearly, the source definition is critically important since it local level [18] . The second approach has focused on replacing determines the fundamental unit of ranking. The source-centric the traditional PageRank vector with an alternative ranking citation is necessary to construct the transition matrix T approach by determining a page's authority as a combination according to the edge weights determined by 9, that is Tij = of multiple disjoint levels of rank authority (e.g., [7] , [21] , w(si, sj)). The source size parameter can be used to guide [22] , [25] an O(n log n) version described in [5] . All of the ranking code was written in Java. The data man-JS-Divergence. The Jensen-Shannon is a measure * JS-DIvreence. he Jense-Shannondivergence 1 esr agement component was based on the WebGraph compression of the distributional similarity between two probability disframework described in [6] for managing large Web graphs tributions [20] . It is based on the relative entropy measure in memory. All experiments were run on a dual processor (or KL-divergence), which measures the difference between Intel XEON at 2.8GHz with 8GB of memory. We measured two probability distributions p and q over an event space the convergence rate for all ranking calculations using the X: KL(p, q) = E p(x) log(p(x)/q(x)). If we let p L2-distance of successive iterations of the Power Method. be one of the ranking vectors a, and q be the other ranking
We terminated the ranking calculations once the L2-distance vector a', then we have KL(o, a') = E o i log( /or'). dropped below a threshold of 10e-9.
. dropped baselone,wea t oldutof the-globalP Intuitively, the KL-divergence indicates the inefficiency (in As a baseline, we computed the global PageRank vector terms of wasted bits) of using the q distribution to encode the (it) over each page graph using the standard Power Method p distribution. Since the KL-divergence is not a true distance and the parameters typically used in the literature (e.g., [24] ), metric, the JS-divergence has been developed to overcome this including a mixing parameter of 0.85, a uniform teleportation shortcoming, where: vector, and a uniform link following probability.
JShorcoi')n g KL,(a, w1 5+2ere):+qX2KL(&, 1a--F+q52a-) For the quality-weighted edge weighting, we measure the and (l, 2 > 0 and Xl + X2 =K1. In We report the most significant results from a total of 360
For compactness, we shall write a particular SLARaok different ranking vectors we computed by combining the five parameter combination like SZ(T* , ca,), where the transition source definitions, the 12 source-citation edge weights, the matrix T is appended with a subscript to indicate which source two teleportation vectors, and the three datasets. For the 360 edge weighting scheme we use: TU, TLC, and so on. We ranking vectors we analyze, we fix the mixing parameter ag shall append an asterisk to the transition matrix to indicate at the commonly adopted value of 0.85. Note that we also the inclusion of self-edges: T*. For the choice of teleportation varied ag in our preliminary experiments, but find that there is vector c, we consider the standard uniform vector (cal) and the no significant change in the results we report here. We begin by examining the ranking 2) Stability -Ranking Similarity: We next explore the efficiency of the source-centric ranking approach in terms of parameter space to investigate the stability in terms of the the time it takes to calculate each ranking vector. Recall that similarity of rankings induced by the various parameter setthe PageRank-style calculation scans the link file for each tings. Due to its popularity in other works (e.g. [18] , [29] ), source graph multiple times until convergence.
we adopt a baseline ranking based on the link count edge Table IV shows the average time per iteration to calculate weight with self-edges and a uniform teleportation vector, the ranking vector over the five different source graphs for S'R(T0 ,c,a), and report seven alternative ranking vectors each of the datasets. We report the results for a ranking computed by tweaking these baseline parameter settings.
based on the uniform edge weight and a uniform teleportation We consider a version without self-edges (SR(TLC, ca,)), a vector: SR(TU, ca). These general per-iteration results also version including self-edges and the size-based teleportation hold for the total time to reach the L2 stopping criterion. In our component (S1R(T*C, c,)), and five additional versions using examination of the 360 different ranking vectors, we find that the other edge weighting schemes (e.g., SZ(T*, ca,)) as the source definition has the most significant impact on the shown in Table V As we can see, the directory, host, and domain source definitions result in ranking computation that is one to two orders of magnitude faster than the page-based graph. Since In Figure 1 , we compare the ranking vector resulting from PageRank over a Web graph of billions of nodes takes days the baseline parameter settings with the ranking vector resultor weeks, this improvement is important for source-centric ing from each of these seven alternative parameter settings. ranking to compensate for PageRank's slow time-to-update. The y-axis measures the distance between these alternative
The random source definition performs poorly, even though ranking vectors and the baseline configuration via the Kendall there are the same number of nodes in the random graph Tau Distance Metric and the JS-Divergence. as in the host graph. The key difference is that the random As we can see, the exclusion of self-edges (NoL) and the graph has no link locality structure, and hence consists of choice of teleportation vector (S i ze) are the two factors with nearly as many links as in the page graph. We conclude that the most significant impact on the resulting ranking vector link locality strongly impacts the degree of source graph size in terms of ranking distance from the baseline setting. Hence, reduction, and hence, the ranking calculation time. Due to its we must be careful when setting these two critical parameters, poor performance, we shall drop the random source definition since the resulting ranking vectors depend so heavily on them. from the rest of our reported experimental results.
The choice of edge weights has less impact, though we observe that the uniform edge weighting results in the most dissimilar ranked lists. Figure 2 we show the ranking error for the WB2001 information of pages within the source), takes comparably dataset for PageRank and for three representative parameter little time relative to the full PageRank calculation, and forms settings over the host-based source graph -the baseline version a probability distribution (i.e., 3P1ke5j 7(Pk sj) = 1).
S-R(T0 ca), the loop-less version SJ(TLc, cu), and the For the PageRank decomposition to hold over all pages, size-based teleportation version S'R(T*0, cs). Note that these ideally we would have that the local PageRank scores 7 (pi sj) are the three settings that resulted in the most different ranking would exactly match the relative global distribution: vectors in our previous experiment. In We first note the dramatic increase in PageRank for the and directory-based source definitions for the IT2004 dataset. target page across all three Web datasets, which indicates that Similar results hold for the other two datasets.
PageRank is extremely susceptible to link manipulation. We The baseline parameter setting (which has been used else-are encouraged to observe that all three source-centric versions where, e.g., [18] , [29] ) performs poorly, and is not appro-perform better than PageRank. The baseline version does priate for approximating PageRank. Similarly, the loopless increase some, but not nearly as much as PageRank. Since version, which disregards the strong evidence of link-locality the source is an aggregation of many pages, the weighting for setting edge weights, also performs poorly. Only the size-of the source edges is less susceptible to changes in the based version is highly correlated with the sum of the actual underlying page graph. Interestingly, the loop-less version is PageRank values for each source, meaning that source size the least resistant to manipulation for cases A, B, and C. In and the presence of self-edges are critical for approximating the loop-less version, external links are the sole determiner of PageRank. We also find that high-quality results hold when a source's rank, meaning that inter-source manipulation wields we replace the link count edge weighting parameter with the more influence than for the looped versions. The size-based source consensus and target diffusion schemes. teleportation version is the most vulnerable for case D. In fact, 5) Spam-Resilience: Finally, we study the spam-resilience under this scenario, a spammer need only add new pages (not properties of source-centric link analysis through a popular links) to increase the score of a source. spam scenario. We consider a link farm in which a Web As a final note, we want to state that source-centric ranking spammer generates a large number of colluding pages for the is still susceptible to source-centric attacks like the creation sole purpose of pointing to (and boosting the rank of) a target of dummy sources that all link to a target source. Hence, page. A link farm relies not on the quality of the pointing an interesting next step is the spam-sensitive study of source page to increase the rank of the target page, but on the sheer definition, which we believe can be used to further improve volume of colluding pages. the spam-resilience properties of source-centric link analysis.
We study the impact of a spammer who constructs a link D. Summary of Experiments farm in a colluding source for increasing the rank of a target
The evaluation of the arameterized source-centric link page in a different target source. We randomly selected a target source and a target page within that source. We paired the ansi randomly selected target sources with a randomly selected o s: colluding source, again from the bottom 5000 of all sources on * Source-centric link analysis heavily depends on the source the host graph. For each pair, we added a single spam page to definition and the degree of link locality. We find that a the colluding source with a single link to the randomly selected lack of locality results in poor time complexity, but that target page within the target source (case A), then 10 pages even moderate locality (e.g.,~'~65%) leads to good time (B), 100 pages (C), up to 1,000 pages (case D). In Figure 4 , complexity and stability results that are comparable with we show the influence of the Web spammer in manipulating source definitions that display extremely high locality. the rank of the target page and the rank of the target source * In terms of ranking vector stability across parameters, through the average ranking percentile increase. For example the most important parameters are self-edges and the source-size teleportation component. We also found that In SIGIR, 2005. conducted the first large-scale comparative study of sourcecentric link analysis over multiple large real-world Web datasets and multiple competing objectives. We find that careful tuning of these parameters is vital to ensure success over each objective and to balance the performance across all objectives.
We believe these results are interesting and should lead to further study of source-centric link analysis of the Web. We are currently continuing our study of the Web spam properties of source-centric link analysis by the careful tuning of intrasource and inter-source edge weights. We are also extending the source view to incorporate database-backed Web sites typically underemphasized by page-based approaches.
